§ 586.403 Termination and acquisition of an interest in blocked property.

(a) Whenever a transaction licensed or authorized by or pursuant to this part results in the transfer of property (including any property interest) away from a person whose property or interests in property are blocked pursuant to § 586.201, such property shall no longer be deemed to be property blocked pursuant to § 586.201, unless there exists in the property another interest that is blocked pursuant to § 586.201 or any other part of this chapter, the transfer of which has not been effected pursuant to license or other authorization.

(b) Unless otherwise specifically provided in a license or authorization issued pursuant to this part, if property (including any property interest) is transferred or attempted to be transferred to a person whose property or interests in property are blocked pursuant to § 586.201, such property shall be deemed to be property in which that person has an interest and therefore blocked.

§ 586.404 Setoffs prohibited.

A setoff against blocked property (including a blocked account), whether by a U.S. bank or other U.S. person, is a prohibited transfer under § 586.201 if effected after the effective date.

§ 586.405 Transactions incidental to a licensed transaction.

Any transaction ordinarily incident to a licensed transaction and necessary to give effect thereto is also authorized, except:

(a) An incidental transaction, not explicitly authorized within the terms of the license, by or with a person whose property or interests in property are blocked pursuant to § 586.201; or

(b) An incidental transaction, not explicitly authorized within the terms of the license, involving a debit or credit to a blocked account or a transfer of blocked property.
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§ 586.406 Provision of services.

(a) Except as otherwise authorized, the prohibitions contained in § 586.201 apply to services performed by U.S. persons, wherever located:

(1) On behalf of, or for the benefit of, a person whose property or interests in property are blocked pursuant to § 586.201; or

(2) With respect to property interests of a person whose property or interests in property are blocked pursuant to § 586.201.

(b) Example: U.S. persons may not, without specific authorization from the Office of Foreign Assets Control, represent an individual or entity with respect to contract negotiations, contract performance, commercial arbitration, or other business dealings with persons whose property or interests in property are blocked pursuant to § 586.201. See § 586.509 on licensing policy with regard to the provision of certain legal services.


§ 586.407 Offshore transactions.

(a) The prohibitions contained in § 586.201 apply to transactions by any U.S. person in a location outside the United States with respect to property in which the U.S. person knows, or has reason to know, that a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to § 586.201 has or has had an interest since the effective date.

(b) Prohibited transactions include, but are not limited to, importation into or exportation from locations outside the United States of, or purchasing, selling, financing, swapping, insuring, transporting, lifting, storing, incorporating, transforming, brokering, or otherwise dealing in, within such locations, goods, technology or services in which the U.S. person knows, or has reason to know,
§ 586.408 Exempt financial transactions within the territory of the FRY (S&M); prohibition on establishment of new offices in Serbia.

(a) Section 586.201(c) exempts financial transactions, including trade financing, from the prohibitions contained in §586.201 by U.S. persons physically located within the territory of the FRY (S&M), where those transactions are conducted exclusively through the domestic banking system within the FRY (S&M) in local currency (dinars), or using bank notes or barter. A U.S. entity must have a permanent establishment, such as a branch or representative office, within the territory of the FRY (S&M) to be considered physically located there for purposes of this paragraph (a).

(b) The prohibition on new investment within Serbia contained in §586.204, as defined in §586.312, precludes the establishment after the effective date of a new representative or branch office or joint venture or other entity within the territory of the Republic of Serbia, because such activity would necessarily involve a commitment or contribution of funds or other assets to a public or private undertaking, entity, or project within Serbia. See §586.513 concerning the authorization of certain trade-related transactions conducted using bank notes or barter by U.S. persons located outside of the territory of the FRY (S&M).

Note to §586.408: All transactions with respect to property in which the Government of the Republic of Montenegro has an interest are authorized pursuant to §586.516. Therefore, all financial transactions by U.S. persons within the territory of the Republic of Montenegro are authorized, unless the transaction involves property in which another interest exists that is blocked pursuant to §586.201 or any other part of this chapter. See §586.403.

§ 586.409 Approval or other facilitation of other persons’ investment in the territory of the Republic of Serbia.

(a) The prohibition contained in §586.204 against approval or other facilitation by U.S. persons of other persons’ investment in the territory of the Republic of Serbia bars any action by a U.S. person that assists or supports other persons’ activity that would constitute prohibited new investment under that section if engaged in by a U.S. person. Such approval or other facilitation with respect to persons whose property or interests in property are blocked pursuant to §586.201 also constitutes a violation of that section. See the definition of the term *new investment* in §586.312.

(b) Examples: (1) A U.S. person is prohibited from brokering, financing, guaranteeing, or approving the purchase by any other person, including a foreign affiliate, of shares, including an equity interest, in a publicly or privately held undertaking, entity or project located in the territory of the Republic of Serbia, except as provided in §586.514.

(2) The sale to a non-U.S. person of a U.S. person’s equity or income interest in an entity in the territory of the Republic of Serbia constitutes facilitation of that other person’s investment in Serbia, and would otherwise be prohibited but for the authorization contained in §586.514.